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Iron and cobalt perovskites form a huge class of materials, which have been investigated for their attractive magnetic, transport and oxygen storage properties making them potential materials for applications, as exemplified by the layered perovskites LnBaCo 2 O 5+δ, LnBaFe 2 O 5+δ . 26−32 Considering the ability of these two cations to occupy the same B sites of the ABO 3-δ perovskite structure, the synthesis of mixed "Fe-Co" perovskites offers a vast field for the realization of new properties, which has been incompletely explored. The possibility to induce ordering between two different transition elements on the B sites of a perovskite structure ABO 3-δ is an important issue which has not been addressed clearly to date. This is illustrated by the recent observation of an exceptional layered ordering between cobalt and iron in the oxygen deficient quintuple perovskite Y 2 Ba 3 Fe 3 Co 2 O 13+δ (δ∼0.36). 33 The latter exhibits a unique nanostructure involving a double layered cationic ordering of both Y/Ba and Fe/Co layers and simultaneously of oxygen vacancies corresponding to the ideal intergrowth [YBaCo 2 3+ and Fe 3+ cations, in spite of their similar ability to accommodate both the octahedral and pyramidal coordination, exhibit a different distortion of their oxygen polyhedra, which favors a possible ordering. Such a layered separation of cobalt and iron is induced in these phases by the nature and ordering of the Ln/Ba cations and by the oxygen stoichiometry and ordering. This raises the issue of the stability of a possible intrinsic ordering of cobalt and irons in a stoichiometric perovskite containing only one sort of A cation. Thus, we have tried to generate ordering of Co 3+ and Fe 3+ cations in the stoichiometric perovskite SmFe 0.5 Co 0.5 O 3 whose two transition metal cations are usually expected to be distributed at random due to their similar size and to their ability to accommodate the octahedral coordination. For this purpose we used the sol gel synthesis process 42 which offers the possibility to control the reaction pathways on a molecular level during the transformation process of the precursors to the final product and to work at lower temperature. In the present study, we compare the nanostructural behavior of two sorts of samples synthesized by direct solid state (DSS) method at high temperature (1100°C) and by sol-gel (SG) technique at lower temperature (950°C) respectively. We show that, when prepared by the sol-gel method, this perovskite exhibits a unique nanostructure built up of mixed Co/Fe octahedral layers involving a gradual and periodic variation of the cationic composition from Corich to Fe-rich layers and vice versa. Moreover, the latter grows coherently with the parent matrix, itself characterized by a statistical distribution of the Co 3+ and Fe 3+ cations, similar to the one obtained by direct synthesis. The powder X-ray diffraction patterns of both samples, DSS and SG, are absolutely identical ( Figure S1 in Figures 2b,2d respectively) show a uniform contrast of atomic columns suggesting an homogeneous distribution of Sm (brighter dots) and Fe/Co (less bright dots) cations within the atomic columns. Importantly, the enlargement of the ABF-STEM image (Figure 2c ) does not allow any oxygen vacancy to be detected suggesting that all the anionic sites are fully occupied. However, the contrast over the single nanocrystallites is not uniform -brighter at the edge and darker at the centre (Figure 2a) . Bearing in mind that the contrast at HADDF-STEM is directly proportional to the thickness of the crystal and to the atomic number of the elements (~Z 2 ), the difference in contrast can be explained either by a variation of composition (e.g. Sm rich area) or of thickness (thicker at the edge or less material at the centre of nanoparticles). In order to clarify this point, the energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) study was performed (Figure 2a However, the corresponding plot profiles (inset Figures  3a-b) show that the ordering of these cations should not consist of pure cobalt and pure iron layers, but rather of mixed Fe/Co layers involving a modulated cationic distribution along the stacking sequence (labelled c on Figure 3 ). The atomic EELS elemental mapping ( Figure  3d ) allows to definitely conclude about the nature of this cationic ordering. One indeed observes a perfect stacking of the Sm layers, indicating that the latter do not exhibit any compositional variation. Remarkably, the Co content and correlatively the Fe content varies continuously from one layer to the next. This is shown on the coloured micrograph in Figure 3d and corresponding intensity line profile: starting from a cobalt-rich layer (blue colour), mixed Fe/Co layers are formed involving a decrease of the Co content and going finally to a Fe-rich layer (pink colour). The corresponding profile evolution of these cationic contents clearly shows that for a same layer, when the Co content (blue) reaches a maximum, the iron content (pink) is minimum and vice versa. Important to notice that, as for the disordered perovskite, we did not detect any oxygen vacancies from the ABF-STEM studies. In order to determine the valence states of iron and cobalt, EELS spectra were registered for both samples, disordered and ordered-SG perovskites. Identical results were obtained for the both compounds. EELS fine structure of these oxides (Figure 4a) shows the Fe-L 2,3 , Co-L 2,3 and Sm-M 4,5 edge simultaneously, whereas the EELS of Fe-L 2,3 and Co-L 2,3, with energy resolution of ~0.7eV , after background correction are shown in Figure  4b . It is well established that the shape of L 2,3 edges, the chemical shifts and the L 3 /L 2 ratio can be used for the determination of the valence state of the transition elements . Detailed analysis of Fe-L 2,3 and Co L 2 , 3 EELS reveal that the L 3 positions of these cations are close to 708 eV and 779 eV, respectively, with energy differences (L 3 -L 2 ) around 13 eV and 15 eV, whereas the L 3 /L 2 whiteline ratios are 4.5 and 2.5 respectively. Comparison with the data reported in the literature for iron 49, 50 and cobalt 51 clearly shows that in our perovskites, iron and cobalt are both in the trivalent state, confirming in this way the absence of oxygen vacancies.
The impact of such a nanoscale layered ordering upon the magnetism of perovskites is an important issue. A comparison of the magnetic behaviour of the DSS samples which cobalt and iron cations are fully disordered with that of the SG samples that contain a substantial amount of ordered layered Co/Fe regions sheds light on this problem. The field cooled (FC) magnetization curves of the two samples, SG-ordered ( Figure 5a ) and DSS (Figure 5b ), though closely related to each other exhibit significant differences. At low temperature (T < 150 K), the M(T) curves ( Figure 5 ) are rather similar for both samples, characterized by a broad maximum at ~70 K, with a sharp decrease of the magnetic moment down to 2 K. Considering the isothermal magnetization M (H) curves within this temperature range (Figure 6 ), the existence of hysteresis loops at 100 K, without saturation, indicates that both samples may exhibit a canted antiferromagnetic state. Then bearing in mind that at low T, the 4f electron Sm sub-lattice and the 3d electron Fe/Co sub-lattice can be arranged antiparallely, 52 this explains that below 70 K there appears an abrupt decrease of the magnetic moment down to 2 K. In contrast, at higher temperature (T >150 K), the field cooled (FC) behaviour of the two samples is significantly different. The M(T) curve of the SG sample ( Figure  5a )shows a sharp increase of magnetization around 300K with a kink at 210 K, as T decreases, suggesting a transition from a paramagnetic state to a new magnetic state.This hypothesis is corroborated by the corresponding M (H) curves of this sample (Figure 6a ) which confirm the paramagnetic nature of the sample at 350 K and show a large hysteresis loop at 100 K suggesting a ferromagnetic like behaviour. Differently, the DSS sample does not show any magnetic transition for T > 150 K (Figure 5b ). One only observes a gradual increase of the magnetization as T decreases from 300 K to 100 K. The M (H) curves of this DSS sample ( Figure  6b ) show narrow hysteresis loops in the whole temperature range even at 350 K. The shape of these loops and the fact that they persist at higher temperature strongly suggest that the nature of the canted antiferromagnetic interactions observed in the DSS sample is different from that of SG sample. Note, however that the M(T) data of the DSS sample ( Figure  5b ) exhibit a shoulder at 210 K which is reminiscent of the kink observed for the SG sample (Figure5a). Such a feature is most probably related to the existence of some Co/Fe segregation in the DSS sample, as detected from the EELS elemental mapping. It must also be emphasized that the zero field cooled (ZFC) data are different for the two samples: the ZFC curve is superimposed to the FC one for the SG sample, whereas in contrast the DSS sample exhibits a large divergence between the ZFC and FC data (inset Figure 5b ). 1, 9, 53 are antiferromagnetic in nature. However, due to spin canting the resultant magnetic moment could be different in all these type of interactions. In conclusion, the possibility to segregate cobalt and iron in a single perovskite, at a nanoscale in the form of layers has been demonstrated, using sol gel technic synthesis. Quite remarkably, it is shown that such a nanoscale ordering, which can only be detected by a combined HAADF-STEM and EELS study, has a significant impact upon the magnetic properties of this oxide. This suggests that careful nanoscale characterization of oxides will be necessary in the future before proceeding to a viable interpretation of their physical properties, at least in the field of magnetism.
